This work provides an exact analytical method for the calculation of the bit error rate for MIMO-ZF transmission, assuming arbitrary M level Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, to substitute the existing approximating solutions in the literature in the presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise. The authors have extended the calculations with a 3GPP LTE specified spatial correlation model in order to get realistic performance results and a usable tool in a realistic standardized mobile system. In addition, the bit error rate calculation method has been completed by a stochastic interference model, which influences the received interference energy by several different parameters, which will be assumed as random variables in this work. The interference model can be considered flexible in the sense that different random distributions can be defined for the implied parameters. In this work, the authors provide analytic bit error rate calculation results applying the mentioned stochastic interference model according to a frequency hopping scenario.
Introduction
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) transmission represents a current topic within the research activities of advanced wireless networks [1] . Several works deal with the bit error rate (BER) analysis of MIMO schemes, applying M level QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation). In [2] an Adaptive Soft Parallel Interference Canceller (ASPIC) is proposed for turbo coded MIMO, considering Maximum Ratio diversity Combining (MRC) diversity. [3] provides an union bound estimation for the BER at high Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) domains, without considering the symbol mapping. The authors of [4] give BER calculation for Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes (OSTBCs), [5] investigates the BER of Linear Minimum Mean-Square Error (LMMSE) receiver with. In [6] analytical expressions have been given for the BER of convolutional coded MIMO system for high SNR domain. [7] provides calculations for the case of bit-loaded Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM).
The goal of this paper is to provide a general solution for the BER calculation of MIMO, considering arbitrary M level of QAM, including the effects gray symbol mapping, and applying a stochastic interference model, by considering Zero Forcing (ZF) receiver. In addition, we introduce a spatial correlation model defined in the LTE specification and extend it to arbitrary MIMO sizes, to investigate our BER calculations in an existing system. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the model of the MIMO ZF transmission. Section 3
shows an M -QAM BER calculation method for average interference level and considering the effect of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In Section 4 we provide a spatial correlation model, Section 5 contains the extension of the interference model by random variables (RVs). Calculation results are illustrated in Section 5.
System Model
This section contains the mathematical framework of the MIMO ZF transmission, which will be the base of the BER calculations, considering a stochastic interference model.
The MIMO Model
Based on the system description in [8] , let us denote the number of transmitter-(TX) and receiver (RX) 
TX side SNR values for stream n . The received signal vector after affected by the MIMO channel and the AWGN can be expressed with . denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix.
SINR Distribution in case of MMSE MIMO Reception
It has been shown in [9] that the behavior of n  for stream n can be approximated by Gamma distribution with the probability distribution function (pdf) of
where
nn indicates the   , nn -th entry of a matrix. In
i.e.  has been derived from the generalized covariance matrix as it can be found in [9] . That is,  will 'mediate' the effects of the correlated channel model on the observable BER. We will assume (Table I) .
BER Calculation for MIMO with ZF
In the following, we provide more accurate BER expressions for M -QAM ZF compared to [8] , by considering the symbol mapping method.
BER framework for M-QAM with gray coding and AWGN
An exact and general BER calculation has been provided in [10] for AWGN and Gray mapping. The Pl  values at first, expressed with
for the l -th bit of a symbol, where 
In order to embed interference effects into the SINR let us extend  as 
After that the average BER based on (12) can be calculated as 
Spatial Correlation Model Applied to LTE
Along the propagation paths between the TX and RX antennas, the channel gain values are spatially correlated [11, eq. (8) 
Note that for R R the same forms has been defined with the change of   . Unfortunately [12] does not contain any definition for 6 and 8 antennas. To constitute an approximate solution for these cases, we fit a polynomial of degree 2 to the exponents of  and  that fits the exponents best in a least-squares sense. After that we get can be also calculated according to (8) x . Let us calculate
. We assume identity matrix both for P and V and RT NN  . Table I shows calculation results according to 
Calculation Results
This section contains the BER calculation results for different correlation-and interference scenarios. Fig. 1 contains BER curves for different M modulation levels and SIR=10; 30 dB for medium correlated MIMO channel, as it was defined in Table I for LTE. 
BER Results for M-QAM with Average Interference Level
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